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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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p p É (p É q)

p. ~ p p ~ p

~ p  ~ p p º ~ p

A E A O
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A, B, C X, Y, Z

[A É (B É Y)] É Z

[(A . X) É C] É [(AÉ C) É X]

[(A . X) É Y] É [(X É A) É (A É Y)]

×

EAO

OAO

(p  q) É (p . q)
~ (p  q) /\  (p . q)
p É q
q É r /\ p  r
C É D /\ C É (C . D)

×
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[ English Version ]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Choose the correct answer (any ten) : 1×10

(a) A universal categorical proposition distributes its
(i) subject term (ii) predicate term

(iii) both the terms (iv) neither of the terms.

(b) The conversion of ‘All S is P’ is
(i) Some P is not S (ii) Some P is S

(iii) No S is non-P (iv) All P is S.

(c) What fallacy will occur in a standard form categorical syllogism if the major term remains
undistributed in the premise, but is distributed in the conclusion?

(i) Fallacy of four terms (ii) Fallacy of undistributed middle
(iii) Existential Fallacy (iv) Fallacy of illicit major.

(d) What is an empty class?
(i) If a class has no members (ii) If a class has only one member

(iii) If a class has more than one members (iv) None of these.

(e) If ‘A’ proposition is false, what will be its corresponding ‘O’ proposition?
(i) True (ii) False

(iii) undetermined (iv) None of these.

(f) Which of Mills inductive method has been applied in the following schematic example?
Antecedent Consequent

ABC abc
BC bc

 \ A and a are causally connected.
(i) Method of Agreement (ii) Joint method of Agreement and Difference

(iii) Method of Difference (iv) Method of Concomitant variation.

(g) Snake-bite is the cause of death of many men. Therefore, all snakes are poisonous — what fallacy
is committed in the above example?

(i) Fallacy of illicit generalization (ii) Fallacy of taking irrelevant factor as cause
(iii) Fallacy of post hoc-ergo propter hoc (iv) Fallacy of non-observation.

(h) If p is false, what will be the truth value of p É (p É q)?
(i) true (ii) false

(iii) indeterminate (iv) none of these.
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(i) What logical relation holds between the following two propositions?
Some reporters are honest persons.
Some reporters are not honest persons.

(i) Contrary opposition (ii) Sub-contrary opposition
(iii) Sub-alternation (iv) Contradictors opposition.

(j) What is the logical form of a tautological proposition?
(i) p. ~ p (ii) p ~ p

(iii) ~ p ~ p (iv) p º ~ p.

(k) The compound proposition whose truth value is completely determined by the truth value of its parts
is called

(i) truth functional compound proposition (ii) non-truth functional compound proposition
(iii) hypothetical compound proposition (iv) disfunctive compound proposition.

(l) Which categorical propositions have existential import?
(i) A and E (ii) A and O

(iii) I and O (iv) E and I.

2. Answer the following questions briefly (any five) : 5×5

(a) Elucidate different categorical propositions with examples.

(b) What do you mean by ‘distribution of terms’? Illustrate which terms are distributed in A, E, I and
O propositions?

(c) Reduce the following into standard form categorical propositions (any two) :
(i) All glittering things are not gold.
(ii) Men are not happy.

(iii) Only members can use the front door.

(d) Explain with examples any two differences between a sentence and a proposition.

(e) Why is the simple conversion of ‘A’ proposition not possible? Explain.

(f) Explain, with suitable examples the difference between tautological and self-contradictory propositional
form.

(g) Explain with a concrete example, the method of Concomitant Variation.

(h) If A, B, C are true statements and X, Y, Z are false, determine the truth value of the following (any
two) :

(i) [A É (B É Y)] É Z
(ii) [(A . X) É C] É [(A É C) É X]

(iii) [(A . X) É Y] É [(X É A) É (A É Y)]
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3. Answer the following questions (any two):

(a) (i) What is opposition of proposition?

(ii) Explain different forms of opposition of propositions, according to traditional logic.

(iii) What is the difference between the traditional concept and modern concept of the square of
opposition? Discuss. 3+6+6

(b) Test the validity of the following arguments by Venn diagram and if invalid, mention the fallacy
committed (any three) : 5×3

(i) EAO – 4th Figure

(ii) OAO – 3rd Figure

(iii) Straight lines are never curved. Only straight lines can be the sides of a triangle. So the sides
of a triangle are never curved.

(iv) Since philosophers are men, they are not perfect, because no men are perfect.

(c) (i) Use truth table to determine the validity or invalidity of the following arguments :

(I) (p  q) É (p . q)
~ (p  q) /\  (p . q)

(II) p É q
q É r) /\ p  r

(III) C É D /\ C É (C . D)

(ii) What is the truth condition of a logically equivalent statement form? (4×3)+3

(d) Explain and examine Mill’s Joint Method of Agreement and Difference. 10+5


